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Technical Marketing Writer
technical writer - content writer - marketing writer

Nivel cariera

Middle (2-5 ani)

Limbi vorbite

engleză

Adresa/
adresele
jobului
Salariu brut pe
luna

București (/ro/locuri-de-munca-inBucure%C8%99ti)

700 - 1000 €
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An established leader for Value Added Telecommunication
Services, StreamWIDE assists operators and service providers
worldwide in shaping their services innovation. We offer solutions for
IP mobile messaging, Call Completion, convergence management,
virtual numbers and social telephony, convergent charging,
conferencing, virtual contact center solutions, call control and routing.
The company is headquartered in Paris (France), with subsidiaries in
Romania, the US, Tunisia, China and with multiple sales offices.
We build complex software solutions, having a lot of challenges
surrounding the high load nature of the Telecom business. We are
actively involved in platform optimization and scalability of our
products. Some of the technologies and services we use are Red Hat
Linux, PHP, MySQL (with replication), Apache, Nginx, Redis,
Memcached, APIs (both as a provider and a consumer, including
XML-RPC, JSON-RPC and SOAP). We use a proprietary C
application layer for Telecom protocols such as SIP, RTP allowing to
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manage with PHP the bussiness logic of the solutions we offer to our
customers. OurSalveaza
software is used by large Telecom operators
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Experience
• Experience in writing marketing documentation and/or technical
writing in high tech or software company
• Experience with telecom services/mobile apps is a plus
Skills
• Excellent writing skills in English. French or Spanish would be an
additional asset
• Attention to details, rigour and strong follow-up skills are required.
• Working Knowledge on Word, PowerPoint, Excel.
• Ability to interface with Marketing, Design and technical teams.
• High-energy and natural curiosity

Key Responsibilities:
- Create new documentation for upcoming StreamWIDE products.
- Produce clear and well written content from the Product User's point
of view (User guide/Administrator guide), and keep documents
updated.
- Produce presentations for the sales and presales team regarding the
product
- Prepare written and video training materials regarding the product for
customers and StreamWIDE employees
- Ensure that each new product feature is well documented and up to
date: Product guide, product presentation, Features list.
- Assist with localization requests for the product
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